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Cal Phil's Maestro Victor Vener hits notes and slopes

San Marino, CA -- When he's not leading the acclaimed California Philharmonic Orchestra, conductor Victor Vener

can be found throughout much of the year racing down the slopes of Mammoth Mountain.

He says timing is important in both of his passions - in classical music he must keep time, and in

competitive skiing he must beat it. This year, Vener placed fourth out of 40 in the Giant Slalom skiing competition

for his division.

"When I started competitive skiing, I was always the last one," Vener says. "But every year I'm able to get

better than the year before. Next year, I'm aiming for the gold."

Vener, who started skiing while he was in college, became involved in the competitive realm ofthe sport

six years ago. Since then, he has been attending racing camps, which are held throughout ski season. These are

five-day-Iong intense programs where skiers spend six hours a day working on techniques and improving their

skills.

In addition, a race is held every month for those who wish to enter. Races include three speeds of Slaloms,

which are zigzag obstacle courses. In the Slalom, racers travel from 25-30 miles per hour; the Giant Slalom, 45

miles per hour; and Down Hill Slalom, 80-90 miles per hour.

"The races are really competitive," Vener says. "You're not only trying to beat the clock, but you're racing

against other skiers as well, which makes it even more challenging."

The key is concentration, he adds. And that's where his background in music comes in.

"Much like conducting, competitive skiing is about what's coming up next," Vener continues. "In

conducting an orchestra, if you want to cut someone off and bring in a new instrument, you have to look ahead and

anticipate constantly. If you waited until the exact moment, you'd be too late. In skiing, you must look ahead at

the gates, move to one side, attack the course straight on, and control your speed."

Vener says a music background is good training for the intense concentration needed in competitive skiing,

and vice versa - as long as it's practiced responsibly.
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"There's a certain level of risk in competitive skiing, and it's not worth it to get hurt," he says. "My advice:

buy a helmet."

Vener says the Mammoth ski season starts just after Halloween and ends shortly after July 4t\ however his

skiing season grand finale will be in mid-May. After that, he has to focus another mammoth event, the "Festival

on the Green" summer concert season, beginning June 30th at the Arboretum of Los Angeles County in Arcadia.

For more information on CalifomiaPhilharmonic Orchestra's seven-concert summer season, call (626) 300

8200 or visit www.calphil.org.
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